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Hand held magnifiers

Pebble-Mini 
Pebble-Mini’s ultra compact design makes it the ideal hand-held 
magnifier whether you’re at home or on the go.  Easily read 
packaging, mail, labels, price tags and so much more.

Wear Pebble-Mini around your neck or carry it in your pocket or 
bag, the only time you’ll know it’s there is when you need it!

Features:
Adjustable magnification from 2x to 10x

3” widescreen high resolution LCD display

Lightweight design - 115 grams

Adjustable brightness

Large and easy-to-use controls

28 available viewing modes28 available viewing modes

Freeze frame image feature

Upload stored images to PC

2-3 hours of battery usage

Charge directly off mains or via USB

Image capture with save and recall

Carry case and stand included

Your visual independence on the move.  Examples of common 
use are reading menus, bus time tables, ingredients and 
prescriptions. Magnification levels vary but are limited due to 
screen size.  All Enhanced Vision hand held magnifiers have a 
facility to change brightness and offer full colour and a choice 
of false colours.
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Pebble HD’s small lightweight design makes it your perfect 
companion.  Carry the Pebble in your pocket, handbag or clip it to
your belt.  Handy and easy to use just when you need it.  Pebble HD 
boasts a new HD camera providing a crisp, clear, colourful, high 
definition picture. 

Pebble HD 

The Only Hand Held Magnifier 
You’ll Ever Need!!



Home - Work - School
Easily tilt the screen and view your
images whilst sitting comfortably.
The Amigo’s centrally positioned 
camera and unique lighting system
make the Amigo the perfect partner 
for reading.

Place the Amigo directly on the reading material and enhance your Place the Amigo directly on the reading material and enhance your 
image to suit your own requirements.  The Amigo is easy to use and 
ready to give you visual independence.

Amigo 

Features:
Large 6.5” viewing screen

Digital magnification from 3.5x to 14x

Extended battery life - up to 2 hours

Six viewing modes including full colour

Freeze image feature with capability to magnify

Screen tilting function for optimum viewing angleScreen tilting function for optimum viewing angle

Removable battery with external charger

Connects to a TV for increased magnification

Comes complete with a spare battery, carry case, 

writing stand and TV connector

2 Year Warranty

FREE Home Demonstration Service
FREE Home Trial Period

Tip
Amigo has a much larger field of 
view than that of the Pebble range
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The Transformer’s unique compact design
is perfect for use at school, work or home. 
The Transformer is the most flexible and
portable solution for reading, writing and
viewing magnified images at any distance.

The Transformer has easy to use hot keys and will allow you to split 
screen and capture images for later viewing.  The discreet stylish 
magnifer is designed for people on the go. 

Transformer USB/VGA is identical to the Transformer USB but has an 
additional VGA output enabling the Transformer to be used on any
monitor with a VGA input.

The new generation

Transformer USB

Transformer USB/VGA

Features:
Lightweight  -  Weighs less than 1kg

Magnifies up to 30x

Auto-installation software

Left/Right hand modes

Camera rotates 330

Capture and store imagesCapture and store images

28 custom colour select options

Reading, distance & self viewing modes

Battery operated - self powered up to 4 hours

Includes soft carry case and cloth sleeve

Compatible with the latest operating systems



Merlin has helped thousands of people regain the ability to read newspapers, books 
and magazines.  The Merlin is the clear choice in desktop magnifiers for reading and 
writing.  The stylish design means Merlin fits well in to all environments.  Merlin has a 
unique adjustable monitor that gives you the most comfortable viewing position.  
Merlin is extremely simple to use and is available in 3 different models.

Merlin Limited

Merlin LCD

Merlin High Definition (HD)

Merlin Limited is Enhanced Vision’s entry 
level electronic magnifier.  Merlin Limited is 
available in 3 different sizes, 20”, 22” and 
24” monitor.  Merlin Limited has no 
computer input and does not have the option 
to insert a feature pack. 

Merlin LCD is identical to the Merlin Limited 
in dimensions and specification, the only 
difference being Merlin LCD enables a
computer input and feature pack 
connection.  Merlin LCD is also available in 3 
sizes, 20”, 22“ and 24” monitor.

Merlin HD has a superior image quality 
compared to the LCD and Limited models.  compared to the LCD and Limited models.  
This is due to using a high definition camera 
and monitor.  HD offers a much more vibrant 
image and better colour representation. 
Merlin HD is also available in 20”, 22” and 
24” monitor.

For help in choosing the correct Merlin call 0800 1456115 or visit www.enhancedvision.co.uk 

Merlin Feature Pack

Merlin Feature Pack is 
available on the Merlin LCD 
and Merlin HD.  The feature 
pack offers lines and windows. 
Merlin HD also has a focus lock on the 
Feature Pack. 

Features (on all Merlin types):
Fully assembled unit - ready to use in 

seconds

Choice of integrated 19”, 22” or 24” monitor

Wide range of adjustable magnification

LED lighting for true picture and colour image

Simple, easy to use tactile controls with just 3 Simple, easy to use tactile controls with just 3 

button operation

Fully adjustable monitor can be raised, 

lowered or angled in any direction

28 adjustable viewing modes allow you to 

personalise the Merlin

Simple to use lockable X/Y table enables Simple to use lockable X/Y table enables 

easy navigation

Upgrade your Merlin with a Feature Pack for 

lines and windows (not included)

Purpose built static and wheeled tables 

available for Merlin (not included)

3 year warranty

Tip
Merlin HD offers superior image quality
noticeable at lower levels of magnification 



Merlin Elite

See and hear the difference

Merlin Elite is a high performance desktop video magnifier, (CCTV) 
featuring high definition and text to speech (OCR).  High definition 
colour and contrast provides you with a beautiful, crystal clear picture 
and vibrant colours.  Merlin Elite’s unique design allows for a wide 
field of view, displaying more text on the screen.   

Advances in technology have enabled Enhanced Vision to design and 
build electronic magnifiers that incorporates high definition cameras 
with built in text to speech (OCR).  Text to speech enables the user to 
audibly listen to text instead of using the cameras magnification 
capabilities, this process is possible by the camera taking a photo and 
converting it within seconds to speech, at the press of a button. 

FREE Home Demonstration Service
FREE Home Trial Period
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DaVinci
DaVinci is a high performance desktop video magnifier, (CCTV) 
featuring HD, text to speech (OCR) and a 3-in-1 camera.  DaVinci has 
a moveable/rotating camera that enables self viewing, desktop 
viewing and distance viewing.  Because of the camera movement, viewing and distance viewing.  Because of the camera movement, 
daily hobbies become much easier by positioning the camera into a 
more natural position.  DaVinci has a very small footprint making it 
ideal for those with limited space.    

Features:
Multi language reading capability

Sony  HD auto focus camera

Choice of male and female voice

Save and retrieve stored images

Multi purpose 3-in-1 camera

Simple to use tactile controls and Simple to use tactile controls and 

keypad

Wide range of adjustable magnification 

from 2.2x to 77x

28 viewing modes to optimise contrast and brightness

Text to speech - reads aloud with Nuance  software

DaVinci’s monitor can be utilised as a display for your computer 

2 year warranty2 year warranty
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Versatile Magnifiers

Acrobat HD Standard (Long Arm/Short Arm)
Designed to work with a computer monitor with a 
DVI connection. Offers superb image quality and 
takes little desk space.

Acrobat USB
Designed to work with your computer or laptop Designed to work with your computer or laptop 
using its own battery.  Enhanced Vision’s easy to 
use software enables you to save, capture and 
retrieve images as well as giving split screen.

Acrobat PC
The Acrobat PC is designed to run directly through The Acrobat PC is designed to run directly through 
your desktop computer system.  It does not require 
software and offers split screen functionality.

Acrobat HD LCD
Use as stand alone unit or connect to your 
computer or laptop.  For all Acrobat features see 
Acrobat HD LCD on the following page. 

Enhanced Vision are dedicated to providing visual independence 
for all low vision requirements.  The following products can be used 
in conjunction with you own television, computer or laptop.  Each 
product offers different advantages for your personal requirements. 
Contact Enhanced Vision for assistance in choosing the correct 
magnifier.

Acrobat Range
The Acrobat is Enhanced Vision’s most versatile system.  The Acrobat 
offers an auto focus 3-in-1 camera for self viewing, reading and 
distance viewing.  Ideal for any task, with seven viewing modes and 
magnification levels up to 72x.  Acrobat features can be operated by 
remote control.
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Acrobat HD Deskmate

Acrobat HD LCD
The Acrobat High Definition LCD is the 
perfect companion for use anywhere with 
limited space.  The Acrobat HD LCD is the 
all-in-one magnifier that can be used for 
anything.  Complete with its own screen the 
Acrobat HD LCD is a plug and play unit.

The Acrobat HD LCD offers an auto-focus The Acrobat HD LCD offers an auto-focus 
3-in-1 camera for self viewing, reading and 
distance viewing.  Your perfect partner for 
crafts and hobbies.

Features:
Choice of 20”, 22“, 24” or 27” monitor

Up to 82x magnification

28 viewing modes including full colour

Auto focus

Horizontal line markers

Remote control operationRemote control operation

Focus lock

Includes portable X/Y table

Computer input, toggle between an 

existing computer and the Acrobat LCD 

The Acrobat Deskmate has the same features as the Acrobat HD 
LCD but doesn’t include a screen.  The Acrobat Deskmate comes 
on an external arm and can be connected to a compatible monitor.  

Acrolite
Acrolite is identical to the Acrobat LCD, however the Acrolite does not 
do self or distance viewing and isn’t High Definition.  Acrolite is only 
available with a 17” screen.



Enhanced Vision is dedicated to creating 
innovative products that enable people with 
low vision, including macular degeneration, 
glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, and diabetic 
retinopathy to fully participate in life. 

Our products are sold through partners and 
our own dedicated team of sales consultants our own dedicated team of sales consultants 
throughout Europe and the United States. 
The leading provider of low vision devices 
designed to meet the variety of your needs.

Enhanced  Vision  Europe  Ltd
Unit  C, Plot  5,  Merlin  Way
Quarry  Hill  Industrial  Estate
Ilkeston,  Derbyshire
DE7  4RA

Tel:  0800 1456115
Fax:  0115  9440720Fax:  0115  9440720

email:  salesuk@enhancedvision.com

www.enhancedvision.co.uk
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For further information, images, videos and 
news on existing and new products follow 
us on the following social and video sharing 
websites: 

www.facebook.com/enhancedvision

www.twitter.com/enhancedvision

www.youtube.com/user/EnhancedVisionUSA

Information correct at time of printing. Information subject to change without prior notice


